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HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND EMPLOYMENT PATTERN IN INDIA
Dr.S.Thangamayan
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, VELS University, Chennai

Abstract
Human resources refer to the sum total of society's competencies. It refers to all competencies which contribute
to playing an active role in development of a country. Human resource development has become one of the most
important issues in recent years to shape development strategies of countries around the world. One of the major
issues is the employment and manpower development in the country. Although unemployment is not a serious
problem in some countries, underemployment or mis-employment is very significant issue today. Together with the
current emphasis on market mechanisms, these problems call for exploration of new strategies for matching
education and training with the need for human resources. The basic objective of Tamilnadu should be to intensify
efforts so as to increase public as well as private investment and spending on key Social Services, particularly
Education, Social Welfare and Nutrition, Water Supply, Sanitation, Housing and Urban Development, and Health
and Family Welfare etc.
Keywords: Human Resources, Employment, Economic Development.

Introduction
Human Resources evolved from personnel as the field moved beyond paying employees
and managing employee benefits. The evolution made verbal the fact that people are an
organization‘s most important resource. People are an asset that must be hired, satisfied,
developed, and retained. Long a term used sarcastically by individuals in the line organization,
because it relegates humans to the same category as financial and material resources, human
resources will be replaced by more people and organization friendly terms in the future.
Human Resources Development can be formal such as in classroom training, a college course,
or an organizational planned change effort. Human Resources Development can be informal as
in employee coaching by a manager. Healthy organizations believe in Human Resource
Development and cover all of these bases. The Human Resource Glossary defines Human
Resource as: ―The people that staff and operate an organization… as contrasted with the
financial and material resources of an organization. Human Resource is also the organizational
function that deals with the people and issues related to people such as compensation, hiring,
performance management, and training. A Human Resource is a single person or employee
within your organization.
Hypothesis
1. Human resource development strengthens the mental & physical condition of an
Employee.
2. Human resource development prevents loosing labor working days.
3. Organizational function that deals with the people and issues related to people.
Shanlax International Journal of Management
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Objectives of Study
1. To discuss the role of HRD in growth of economy.
2. To study enhance levels of manpower planning to ensure that the right person is in the
right place at the right time.
3. To study the framework for helping employees develops their personal and organizational
skills, knowledge, and abilities.
What is Human Resource Development?
Human Resource Development (HRD) is the framework for helping employees develops
their personal and organizational skills, knowledge, and abilities. Human Resource
Development includes such opportunities as employee training, employee career development,
performance management and development, coaching, mentoring, succession planning, key
employee identification, tuition assistance, and organization development. The focus of all
aspects of Human Resource Development is on developing the most superior workforce so that
the organization and individual employees can accomplish their work goals in service to
customers. Organizations have many opportunities for human resources or employee
development, both within and outside of the workplace.
Importance of Human Resources Development
Human Resource is the most Important and vital Factor of Economic Development or it can
be said that humans are the agents of development. Some of the importances of Human
Resource or Human Capital are:


Country Develops if The Human Resource is Developed
To enhance economic development the state constructs roads, buildings bridges, dams,
power houses, hospitals, etc. to run these units doctors, engineers, scientist, teachers, are
required. So if the state invests in a human resource it pays dividend in response.



Increase in Productivity
The batter education, improved skills, and provision of healthy atmosphere will result in
proper and most efficient use of resources (non-natural & natural) which will result in
increase in economic production.



Eradication of Social and Economic Backwardness
Human Resource Development has an ample effect on the backwardness economy and
society. The provision of education will increase literacy which will produce skilled Human
Resource. Similarly provision of health facilities will result in healthy Human Resource
which will contribute to the national economic development.



Entrepreneurship Increase
Education, clean environment, good health, investment on the human resource, will all
have its positive effects. Job opportunities would be created in the country. And even
business environment will flourish in the state which many job opportunities.
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Social Revolution
Because Of Human Resource development the socio economic life of the people of a
country changes drastically. Over all look changes phenomena changes, progressive
thoughts are endorsed in to the minds of people.

Management Development
The management and leadership development process is flexible and continuous, linking
an individual‘s development to the goals of the job and the organization. Management
development programs on campus give you the opportunity to develop a broad base of skills
and knowledge that can be applied to many jobs on campus. The overarching goal is a
comprehensive curriculum for managers and supervisors to develop the necessary core
competencies to become excellent leaders. The Employee relations Unit also provides training
for managers and supervisors, along with performance management tools. Expanding
management core competencies will enable campus managers to keep pace with the demands
of a changing organization.
Table 1 Share of Employment by Economic Activity (%) year 2011
Table 1: Employment elasticities
Country
Agriculture
Industry
Service
differ widely across sectors. In some
UK
1.5
23.5
75.0
sectors, there is no further scope for
USA
2.0
22.0
76.0
employment
even
as
output
France
1.5
23.5
75.0
increases.
Apart
from
pure
Japan
5.0
29.0
65.0
agriculture, this is true of the
Germany
2.5
31.0
66.0
‗Mining and quarrying‘ sector. The
Italy
5.5
29.5
65.0
service sectors have an elasticity
Australia
4.5
20.0
75.5
Source: World Development Indicators (WDI): 2011 ranging from 0.3 to 0.5. However, to
have an impact on the overall level
of employment, the sector should not only have a higher employment elasticity but also a large
base. From our projections, it is seen that even if the service sector grows at more than 10 per
cent, its share in employment by 2013 will still be only 29 percent rising from the level of 23 per
cent in 1999-2000.
Table 2 Employment Projections (at % Growth Rate)
19992004Projected
Growth Employment
2000
05
Elasticity
Rate
Growth rate
Agriculture
237.56 240.32
0.10
4.00
0.40
Mining& quarrying
2.27
2.24
0.00
4.70
0.00
Manufacturing
48.01
51.79
0.22
10.50
2.31
Electricity, Gas and water
1.28
1.29
0.00
8.30
0.00
supply
Construction
17.62
21.10
0.60
8.50
5.10
Shanlax International Journal of Management
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Trade, hotels& restaurant
37.32
45.76
0.50
9.20
4.60
78.49
Transport, Storage and
14.69
18.78
0.40
10.50
4.20
30.76
communication
Financing, insurance, real
estates
5.05
5.90
0.50
11.00
5.50
11.21
and business services
Community, social and
33.20
35.95
0.30
7.60
2.28
47.11
personal services
Total Employment
397.00 423.13
0.22
8.00
1.76
529.64
Labour Force (1.5%)
406.05 437.43
522.99
Labour Force (1.8%)
406.05 443.93
549.90
Unemployment rate (1.8%)
2.23
3.68
Source: Planning Commission: 2016
Table 2: Evident that accelerating growth is central to expanding employment
opportunities. We need actions both from the demand and supply sides in order to achieve
higher levels of employment. On the demand side the most potent force is growth. Estimates
show that with a sustained growth of 8.5 per cent per annum, by 2015, unemployment will be
totally eliminated. The macroeconomic policy framework must be such as to facilitate
accelerated growth. The second demand side strategy lies in the pursuit of sector specific
policies aimed at the growth of labour intensive sector. This must be managed in such a way
that there is no compromise with efficiency. The supply side interventions should be in
capacity building and enhancing the skill endowment of the labour force.
Table: 3 Share of Employment by Economic Activity (%) Year 2011
Table 3: The table shows that
Country
Agriculture
Industry
Service
China
49.8
23.5
26.7
discussion of the employment situation
Indonesia
55.5
14.0
31.0
or an employment strategy will be
Thailand
49.0
18.5
32.5
complete without a reference to the
Philippines
35.0
15.0
50.0
social safety nets for workers. Social
Malaysia
17.5
31.5
51.0
security in a broad sense is available to
Korea Rep.
10.5
26.5
55.5
workers in the organized sector. We
Pakistan
58.5
14.5
27.0
India
57.0
21.0
22.0
must also recognize that social safety
Sources: World Development Indicators (WDI): 2011 nets are needed in the context of the
structural transformation in the economy when some segments decline and some others
expand. The process of transition of workers from one industry to another must be managed
both by the provision of financial compensation and through retraining of skills. Closely
related is the issue of providing social security to workers in the unorganized sector. This has to
be done without imposing too much of a burden on the employers in this sector who may
themselves be weak. One significant factor in the employment situation in our country is that
the bulk of the employment is in the unorganized sector. It should be the endeavor of our
policy to shift as much of the labour force as possible from the unorganized to the organized
sector. This would give the workers a better deal in terms of wages. This is possible only if the
4|P a g e
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rigidities in the labour market are relaxed and wage determination begins to reflect the
resource endowment in our country. This would discourage firms to prefer capital-intensive
technologies over labour intensive technologies.
Table 4 Rate of Growth of Population, Labour Force and Employment: 2011
Period
1972-73 1977-78
1977-78 to
1983
1983 to 198788
1987-88
to1993-94
(1983 to
1993-94)
1993-94 to
1999-2000
1999-2000 to
2010-2011

Growth of
Population
(% per annum)

Rate of Growth of Labour
Force (UPSS) (% per
annum)

Rate of Growth of
Employment (UPSS)
(% per annum)

Rate of growth
of GDP
(% per annum)

2.27

2.94

2.73

4.70

2.19

2.04

2.17

4.05

2.14

1.74

1.54

4.23

2.10

2.29

2.43

5.85

(2.12)

(2.05)

(2.04)

(5.20)

1.93

1.03

0.98

6.63

1.21

1.73

1.27

5.21

Source: Report of Task force Employment Opportunities, Planning Commission:
Table 4: Shows that the Report of the Task Force on Employment Opportunities was
released in June 2011. Its projections were made on the assumption that the economy would
grow at 8 Per cent per annum from 1999-2000. However, the actual growth rate between 19992000 and 2004-05 was lower at six per cent. We have, therefore, reassessed the projections
starting from the base 2004-05. Assuming an overall elasticity of .22 and corresponding sectoral
elasticities, we find that employment grew between 1999-2000 and 2004-05 only at an annual
rate of 1.3 per cent. This is lower than the growth rate of labour force. Our projections now
show that with an annual growth rate of 8 per cent in GDP and a labour force growth of 1.5
percent per annum, it will take up to 2017 to reach the point when there is no unemployment.
However, with a 9 percent rate of growth and under the same assumptions of growth in labour
force and sectoral elasticities, there will be no unemployment by 2012. Obviously, if the labour
force growth is not 1.5 per cent but higher at 1.8 per cent, the unemployment rate in 2012 will
be 2.48 per cent. It is now generally believed that it will be safe to assume a growth rate of 8.5
per cent for the next five-year period and beyond. An assumption of a growth rate of 8.5 per
cent will mean that it will take up to 2015 to eliminate unemployment. It is interesting to note
that with an overall growth rate of 9 per cent, in 2012, agriculture will still account for 50
percent of the total employment
Career Development
Career development is the ongoing acquisition or refinement of skills and knowledge,
including job mastery and professional development, coupled with career planning activities.
Shanlax International Journal of Management
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Job mastery skills are those that are necessary to successfully perform one‘s job. Professional
development skills are the skills and knowledge that go beyond the scope of the employee‘s job
description, although they may indirectly improve job performance. Since career development
is an ongoing, dynamic process, employees may need encouragement and support in
reviewing and re-assessing their goals and activities. You are in a key position to provide
valuable feedback and learning activities or resources. Formal training and classes away from
the job are effective in providing new information, but adult learners also need to practice new
skills, Therefore, you can contribute significantly to your staff member‘s career development by
supporting career development activities within your department.
Conclusion
In conclusion, let us summarize the employment scenario and the thrust of the appropriate
employment strategy. The growth process has brought about significant changes in the
structure of the Indian economy. Defying somewhat the conventional paradigm of
development, the share of services has touched 51 per cent of GDP at a relatively early stage of
development. However, the employment shift has lagged behind shift in output. The share of
services in employment is only 22 per cent. In the light of increasing demand for higher
education in the growing Tamilnadu economy, it is very much clear that the public allocation
to higher and technical education is very inadequate. Quantitative expansion and qualitative
improvement in all programmes of education in the country is the need of the hour. Tamilnadu
has to continuously redesign its education system to make it more employment friendly. The
generation of employment as per the requirement of the growth rate of population in India
requires more than economic reform. Finally from our study we reached to the conclusion that
the sustainable growth and employment over a longer period of time in the economy that the
sustainable growth and employment over a longer period of time in the economy can be
achieved only by fostering Human Resource and Social Development. Accelerating growth is
central to expanding employment opportunities. We need actions both from the demand and
supply sides in order to achieve higher levels of employment. On the demand side the most
potent force is growth. Estimates show that with a sustained growth of 8.5 per cent per annum,
by 2015, unemployment will be totally eliminated. The macroeconomic policy framework must
be such as to facilitate accelerated growth. The second demand side strategy lies in the pursuit
of sector specific policies aimed at the growth of labour intensive sectors. This must be
managed in such a way that there is no compromise with efficiency. The supply side
interventions should be in capacity building and enhancing the skill endowment of the labour
force. There must be constant efforts to identify gaps in skills and to provide training to make
available the skills that are in short supply. The labour market should be made more flexible to
enable a shift of labour force from the unorganized to the organized sector. Providing
additional employment opportunities to 8 million people every year is going to be a formidable
challenge. With growth rate picking up and with a harmonious relationship between
management and labour, we are confident we can meet this challenge. Therefore, the basic
6|P a g e
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objective of India should be to intensify efforts so as to increase public as well as private
investment and spending on key Social Services, particularly Education, Social Welfare and
Nutrition, Water Supply, Sanitation, Housing and Urban Development, and Health and Family
Welfare etc.
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PROGRESS OF E-BANKING SERVICES THROUGH PRIVATE SECTOR
BANKS IN KALLAKURICHI TALUK, VILLUPURAM DISTRICT
Dr.R.Anandaraman
Assistant Professor, PG and Research Department of Commerce
Dr. R.K. Shanmugam College of Arts and Science, Indili, Kallakurichi, Villupuram District, Tamil Nadu

Abstract
E-Banking is one of the non financial services extent banking activities converted into electronic devices for all
payments and receipts preparing technical aspects. Banking services is easy and quick way of financial transaction
exchange of demand draft, clearing system, RTGS is the transformer of technical methods transfer of
communication through on-line. Banking sector prepare the financial statement analysis reduce the cost of
expenditure and control the time management ready to arrange effective methods of electronic records. Private
sector banks fixing unique services of e-banking contribute extremely quality aspects of information technology
sharing multifarious services through systematic manner.
Keywords: Communication, Network, Service, Banking, Technology

Introduction
E-banking services are technical services exchange of information and financial transactions
from bank to bank electronic methods converted the high quality of services potential wealth of
customer. Present day customers are used e-banking payments online bill preparation methods
to simplify the workload to increasing customer requirements connectivity of networks
through effective quality management of e-banking services. Reserve Bank of India considers
the implementation of new schemes adoption all over the world linkage of electronic banking
services creativity of services to regular customer. Banking institutions extent the networks
check and verify transaction and investigation of customer enquiry to solve the problems in
internet banking. E-banking is the progress of faster solution promote service quality
dimensions of every moments transfer of financial and non financial methods of served among
the banking and customer relationship management day to day increasing e-banking services
in financial institutions. E-banking services are highly effective growth of customer satisfied
services every aspects of not only for the financial and also inclusive growth of e-banking
management. Information technology is fundamental strongest development of internet
banking through cash transactions every day change new software adoption technically reduce
the burden on workload and improve services in successfully.
Review of Literature
Amruth Raj and Nippatlapalli (2013) noted that Customer satisfaction, a term frequently
used in marketing, is a measure of how products and services supplied b a company meet or
surpass customer expectation. Customer satisfaction is defined as ―the number of customers, or
percentage of total customers whose reported experience with a firm, its products, or its
8|P a g e
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services exceeds specified satisfaction goals. This was one of the three presidency banks, the
other two being the bank of Bombay and the bank of madras, all three of which were
established under charters from the British east India Company. For many years the
pr4esidency banks acted as quasi-central banks as did their success
Fozia (2013) pointed that this paper is to determine the customer‘s perception toward the ebanking services. A total of number of customer taken for the study is 196. Analysis of variance
technique is employed to study the significant relationship between the occupation and
customer perception of e-banking services and significant relationship between the age and
customer perception of e-banking services. The result of the study clearly shows that different
age group of customer and different occupation group of customers have different perception
toward the e-banking services. The results also propose that demographic understanding about
the customer‘s perception regarding the e-banking services o f public and private banks it will
help to the banker to understand the customers need in better way.
Jayalakshmi, Gopalkrishnan (2013) concluded that modern day banking calls for
delivering quality service and it is considered an effective strategy for success and survival in
the competitive environment. The service quality agenda has now shifted and reconfigured to
include other issues like technology implementation for delivering superior services. We are
analyzing how India‘s largest bank SBI has managed to transform itself. The various
technological innovations at SBI are critical success factors. This case study of transformation of
banking technology is an example to other banks operating in the Indian banking industry. The
need for customer satisfaction and its implications on customer retention is highly discussed
today as the cost of retaining a customer is five times lesser than acquiring a new one. The
technology built by Tata consultancy services for SBI is world class and has led to its significant
development in the customer database.
Objectives of the Study
1. To know progress of e-banking services among customers in Kallakurichi Taluk,
Villupuram District.
2. To analyze the information technology under risk factors of banking service in Kallakurichi
Taluk, Villupuram District.
3. To promotion of information technology through internet banking services in common.
4. To offer findings and suggestions to improve the information technology in banking sector.
Methodology
The present study is descriptive in nature using both primary data and secondary data.
Primary data were collected through interview schedule from the respondents in the study
area. The secondary data were collected from various journals, magazine, newspaper related
website and records of etc. The collected primary data were analyzed by using appropriate
statistics tools like simple percentage.
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Sampling Techniques
The study is based simple random sampling technique. The researcher has collected the
primary data through survey fact investigation accounting holder respondents in the study
areas. Kallakurichi divided into three banks as Public, Private and Co-operative bank. Each
bank 50 respondents were selected on the basis of conveniences sampling techniques. In this
regard Pallavan Grama bank 25 respondents collected primary data from customer. Hence, the
total sample size is restricted to 175 respondents for the study.
Scope and Period of the Study
The present study undertaken is present study undertaken is performance analysis of
Customer Satisfaction of Information Technology through Banking Institution in Kallakurichi
Taluk, Villupuram District. This study mainly covers information technology with regard to
improve growth of customer service in the study area and does not cover non-banking
financial companies. The period of the study in collection to secondary data during the years
from one year and primary data were collected during the months from May 2017 to July 2017.
It is found that 12 percent of the respondents are connected of internet through mobile
phone, 4 percent of the respondents are usage of email, 37 percent of the respondents are ATM
card, 9 percent of the respondents are credit card, 10 percent of the respondents are electronic
fund transfer, and 29 percent of the respondents are online banking service.
Table 1 Progress of E-Banking Services
Process
(Purpose E-Banking) Connected of Internet
through mobile phone
Usage of email
ATM card
Credit card
Electronic fund transfer
Online Banking Service
Total
(Frequently Services) Nearest Banking
ATMs
Internet Bank
Tele Phone Banking
Total
Hindrance of Services ATMs
Internet banking problem
Lacking of Tele banking
Impact on mobile banking
Total
Impact on Services ATM card locked
Machine out of cash
Non-printing of statement
10 | P a g e

Respondents

Percent

21

12

7
4
16
17
50
175
63
78
10
24
175
28
91
21
35
175
14
98
28

4
37
9
10
29
100
36
45
6
13
100
16
52
12
20
100
8
56
16
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Long time waiting in queues
14
8
Automatically reduction without cash problems
7
4
Technical communication
14
8
Total
175
100
Sources: Primary Data 2017
It is reveals that 36 percent of the respondents are using nearest banking branch, 45 percent
of the respondents are using ATM, 6 percent of the respondents are using internet bank, and
remaining 13 percent of the respondents are using Tele phone banking 16 percent of the
respondents are ATM problems in Information Technology, 52 percent of the respondents are
Internet banking problem in information technology, 12 percent of the respondents are lacking
of Tele banking in information technology, 20 percent of the respondents are impact on mobile
banking in information technology. It is found that 8 percent of the respondents are ATM card
locked in machine, 56 percent of the respondents are machine out of cash, 16 percent of the
respondents are non-printing of statement, 8 percent of the respondents are long time waiting
in queues, 4 percent automatically reduction without cash problems, 8 percent of the
respondents are technical communication.
Table 2 Problems of E-Banking Services
Problems
Respondents
Internet Banking Not providing necessary information
14

Percent
8

Not giving fast response

21

12

Not being able to security requirement

49

28

Waiting for long time for connection of transaction

70

40

Many steps in processing of financial transaction

4

4

Unfinished processing of network

8

8

Total
Mobile Banking Lacking sign of are not easy

175
45

100
26

Lack of security in transaction

38

22

Lack of appropriate software

27

15

Lack of clear guidelines

18

10

Lacking of quality service

15

9

Options of immediate through network

12

7

Total
(Tangibility of Services) Location of the bank

175
70

100
40

Sufficient number of ATM

25

14

Cash counting machine

30

17

Banker update innovation technology

35

20

Easy way employee approach

15

9

175

100

Total
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Reliability Information Technology searching on website

86

49

Update of New Version

28

16

Process of Cash Transaction

25

14

Multi ranges of product and customer service

36

21

175

100

Total

Sources: Primary Data 2017
It is analyzed that 8 percent of the respondents are not providing necessary information
from Internet banking , 12 percent of the respondents are not giving fast response from Internet
banking, 28 percent of the respondents are not being able to security requirement from Internet
banking, 40 percent of the respondents are waiting for long time for connection of transaction
from Internet banking, 4 percent of the respondents are many steps in processing of financial
transaction from Internet banking, 8 percent of the respondents are unfinished processing of
network from Internet banking.
It is found that 26 percent of the respondents are lacking sign of are not easy, 22 percent of
the respondents are lack of security in transaction, 15 percent of the respondents are lack of
appropriate software, 10 percent of the respondents are lack of clear guild lines, 9 percent of the
respondents are lacking of quality service, 7 percent of the respondents are options of
immediate through network. It is analyzed that 40 percent of the respondents are tangibility of
location of the bank, 14 percent of the respondents are tangibility of sufficient number of ATM,
17 percent of the respondents are tangibility of cash counting machine, 20 percent of the
respondents are tangibility of banker update innovation technology, 9 percent of the
respondents are tangibility of easy way employee approach.
It is reveals that 49 percent of the respondents are reliability of information technology
searching on website, 16 percent of the respondents are update of new version, 14 percent of
the respondents are process of cash transaction, and 21percent of the respondents are multi
ranges of product and customer service
Table 3 Customer Services of E-Banking
Responses
Security
E-Banking Services
NR
%
NR
%
Customer service
115
66
Performance of reasonable service
10
6
Cost way information
30
17
Handed advanced technology
20
11
Security for ATM
110
63
Online application filling
10
6
Information of banking transaction
20
11
Confidential of the bank transaction
15
9
Knowledge and Information
20
11
Clear Instruction
Through online websites
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%

21
70

12
40
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35
21
28
175

20
12
16
100

Total
175
100
175
100
Sources: Primary Data 2017 NR: Number of Respondents
It is found that responses of information technology 66 percent of the respondents are
customer services, 6 percent of the respondents are performance of reasonable service, 17
percent of the respondents are cost way information, 11 percent of the respondents are handed
advanced technology. It is exhibit that 63 percent of the respondents are security for ATM, 6
percent of the respondents are online application filling, 11 percent of the respondents are
information of banking transaction, 9 percent of the respondents are confidential of bank
transaction, 11 percent of the respondents are collections of back ground information. It is
regards that convenient of information technology 12 percent of the respondents are
knowledge and information, 40 percent of the respondents are clear instruction, 20 percent of
the respondents are through online websites, 12 percent of the respondents are approach
friendly way convenient working of processing, 16 percent of the respondents are easy and find
out alternation
Suggestions
1. Private sector bank must extent the banking services among customer change the
information technology in rural banks. Customer there is no awareness about the electronic
banking technology because the reason of fundamental concepts of knows your customer
in baking services.
2. E-banking is transformer of ATM services timely recovery of customer services improve the
advanced technology should be using in public/customers. Banking institutions follow
certain remedies improve society and implementation of new technical method to maintain
knowledge information given the clear instruction to customers.
3. Banking institutions should be creating the online websites every banking information
sharing through on-line networks. Reserve banking of india must framing quality of
services day to day change information technology compulsory open the website to update
in banking networks
4. Banking sector is one of the services sector promote the customer change the banking
communication approach friendly way working of processing through customers. Every
person is well known using the banking process of collection/withdrawal of money from
ATMs machines.
5. Mobile banking is one unit banking provides the information technical lacking sign of is
not easy alteration exchange of appropriate software using new technology services.
Almost all banking sector clear give the proper guidelines are sharing more information
through mobile-banking services.
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6. KVB, ICICI, LVB, TMB banks should be follow sufficient number of ATM centre open in
rural areas. Customers inconvenient of services withdraw the cash transactions and deposit
of internet banking. Banking sector prepare the role model marketing of services products
must be implementation throughout field areas.
7. Banking information technology is one of the formal way communication transfers through
networks. Banking institutions share more information latest software connection quick
and easy way approaches to attract more of number of people. Private sector banks enable
friendly way of communication gives some of the information sharing through advanced
technology.
8. Mobile banking is tangibility of customer services connectivity of more number of people
gathering relevant ideas easy way communications of networks. Mobile banking is the
transformer of banking services searching new methods of technology using not only for
the cash transaction and also multi-services of internet networks.
9. Reserve Bank of India comes forward contribute multi ranges of product and customer
service update of new version technology distribute among banking institutions. Now days
banking sector lack of security in transaction and waiting for long time connection of
transaction there is no reaction. Most of the customer feels that timely intangibility of
customer services through online -networks. Every activity highly performs updating of
internet banking reveals on inclusive growth in customer services.
Conclusion
E-banking is one of the banking technology customer services oriented online banking
processes of exchange the information through on-line networks. Banking sector is one of the
financial assistance of customer develop the economic activities of business oriented to starts
the small scale business in rural areas. E-banking services are formal technical way of service
quality multi ranges of product and customer service are debit/credit cards. Present day every
bank contributes multi-services of hindrance of banking technology. Banking sector come
forwards remove the certain impacts on internet banking, mobile banking, tangibility and
reliability of services. Reserve Bank of India is one of the transformers of technical services and
non financial services are important role develop the modern society. Government of India
promote the banking sector change the new updating of technical services contribute the
financial oriented loan schemes in rural entrepreneurs.
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